Conformation and interaction of short nucleic acid double-stranded helices. II. Proton magnetic resonance studies on the hydrogen-bonded NH-N protons of ribosyl ApApGpCpUpU helix.
A self-complementary ribohexanucleotide, ApApGpCpUpU, was synthesized and its NH-N hydrogen-bonded protons were studied by proton magnetic resonance. At 1 degree C, 0.17 M Na+, pH 7.6 with 10 mM phosphate-0.1 mM EDTA in H2O, three proton resonances are found in the low-field region with the following chemical shifts and line widths at half-height: 13.2 ppm (80 Hz), 13.5 ppm (30 Hz), and 14.2 ppm (44 Hz). The existence of these resonances indicates the formation of a self-complementary, hydrogen-bonded duplex under these conditions. Upon elevation of temperature, these three resonances sequentially broaden and finally all disappear near 35 degrees C. Unambiguous assignments of these three resonances can be made to the terminal A(1)-U(6) pairs, interior A(2)-U(5) pairs, and to the middle G(3)-C(4) pairs. The assignments were based on (i) the differential sensitivities of the line widths of these resonances to thermal variation, as well as on (ii) a comparison of the computed chemical shifts with the observed chemical shifts. The quantitative aspects of the NH proton transfer between helix, coil, and water are discussed in relationship to the line widths of these resonances and the lifetime of the helix state. The computed chemical shifts of the NH-N resonances based on the A-RNA (or A'-RNA) model agree more closely with the observed chemical shifts than the computed values based on the B-DNA model. These results suggest that the helical duplex of A2GCU2 assumes a conformation similar to A-RNA (or A'-RNA) in aqueous solution. The results on both the NH-N resonances and the C-H resonances are summarized and discussed in terms of the helical conformation of (A2GCU2)2.